COMMERCIAL FISHING
Fishing has provided sustenance to the peoples of
coastal British Columbia throughout the ages. With the
arrival of Europeans in the 19th century, the harvesting of
fish, particularly salmon, became an industry as well as a
food source. To learn about another type of commercial
fishing, check out the cod fishing boat, Soyokaze,
located along the walkway to the museum entrance.

Museum at Campbell River

SPORT FISHING
LOG CABIN

Adjacent to the Willows Hotel, a dockside area reflects
the sport fishing activity which made Campbell River
famous, including specially made rowboats for Tyee
fishing, boatbuilding tools and an array of fishing tackle.

Built of Douglas Fir logs, the Museum's settler cabin is
modelled after one built in the late 19th century near
Bates Beach (south of Campbell River) by British settler
James Curtis. Paintings by Curtis' brother George were
used as the basis for details in the exhibit. The cabin's
12' by 14' interior replicates half the interior of
Curtis' original cabin as shown in one of the paintings.
Step back in time and see how early settlers lived.

THE WILLOWS HOTEL
A Campbell River landmark during the town's early
years, the Willows Hotel served both an international
sportsfishing clientele and the rough and ready loggers
from isolated camps. This exhibit shows the Willows'
façade and entrance through which visitors step into
the hotel lobby as it would have appeared c. 1914,
complete with potted palms and ornate wallpaper.

THE MUSEUM SHOP

LOGGING IN THE JUNGLES

Established in 1967, the Museum
Shop features authentic works of
First Nations art from Pacific
Northwest coast artists, including
masks, rattles, boxes, jewellery,
baskets and more. The Shop also
carries an excellent selection of
regional books and locally crafted
gift items.

Since the 1880s logging has played an
important role in the development of
this region. The area north of Powell
River, stretching up to Drury Inlet known
by loggers as the "Jungles" is a complex
maze of islands, inlets and channels.
Don’t miss the outside logging exhibits –
the Hayes-Anderson logging truck and
the 1916 Empire Steam Donkey, and be
sure to take your picture on the logging
truck in the gallery!

COASTAL LIFESTYLE: THE FLOATHOUSE

FIRST NATIONS
The Museum sits on the traditional territories of the Laichwiltach First
Nation. Within the collection area represented by the Museum are over
30 First Nations, including three separate language and cultural
groups, the Kwakwaka’wakw, Nuu-Chah-Nulth and Coast Salish. This
gallery strives to illustrate the longstanding history of the first peoples
of this region. Cases display the many articles made and used by the
peoples living in this place since the time before time. Included in the
gallery is a unique audio-visual presentation featuring a stunning
collection of contemporary masks - The Treasures of Siwidi.

TRANSITIONS GALLERY
The Transitions Gallery explores some of the difficult parts of our past - a past
that includes devastating population loss, Indian Residential Schools and the
marginalization of native peoples. It is a past that is still very much with us.

The floathouse represents a lifestyle that evolved on the
British Columbia coast a hundred years ago. It was an
answer to economic necessity and the rugged terrain
that defied road construction. Floathouses provided a
portable home base that could be moved from one
working location to another. On a coast where mountains
tend to drop abruptly into the sea, these dwellings did
not require a level building site; although the daily
rise and fall of the tide presented its own challenges.
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Normally our exhibits are interactive, but at
this time please refrain from touching. The
exception is touch screens and buttons that
you may use at your own risk. These will be
sanitized twice daily.

 The Van Isle Theatre is closed,
but we have uploaded more
films to our You Tube Channel
that you can view from home.
TAKE LOTS OF PICTURES!
(EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED OTHERWISE)

TAG US IN YOUR PHOTOS
@MUSEUMATCAMPBELLRIVER
WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR ABOUT
YOUR EXPERIENCE HERE TODAY!
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 Explore the exhibits in the
direction indicated by the
arrows on this diagram.
Please observe social
distancing of 2 metres
(6 feet).
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